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Locative Relationships in ASL

Every language must possess a way to represent the spatial relationships between
objects. In English, these relationships are represented through prepositional words like
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A unique way that ASL shows locative relationships is through body anchor
signs. These signs show the location where an action occurred or where something
resides on a person’s body. Phrases that often accompany this type of relationship are
“bruise-on”, “tattoo-on”, “hurt at”, “hit-on”, etc. These signs show the exact place on the
body that the object is or where the action took place (Baker-Shenk & Cokely, 1980).
The signer has the liberty to show this with their hands from the size of the object or the
force of the action, but most importantly the locative relationship answers the question of
where on the body. Describing the location of a new tattoo requires a body anchor sign. If
a person just had a tattoo done on their shoulder and wanted to describe to his friend
where it was and how big it was, the signer would sign tattoo and then using their hands
hold out or gesture the general shape and size of the tattoo and place it on their own
shoulder in the exact location of the new body modification. Since locatives show one
object spatially related to another object (Baker-Shenk & Cokely, 1980), the necessary
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sign “car” and establish the pronoun for the car using a classifier shape
specifically for representing automobiles. The classifier, in essence, is a pronoun.
This classifier in itself does not represent a locative relationship; however, when
signed interacting spatially with another object, the locative relationship comes to
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life.
Practical Example
To demonstrate this concept, the spatial interaction between a table and a cat
can be established. If a signer wants to tell how their cat sat on the table, they
would first sign “table” and then use the flat hand, palm-down classifier to
represent the table established in the sign space. Holding the classifier for the table
in one hand, the signer would then sign “cat” and use the classifier hand shape for
the number two in the form of a claw, palm to the ground, to represent the cat.
Now the signer has established two objects (Prepositions and Locatives, n.d.).
When the signer places the cat classifier on the table classifier, they establish a
spatial relationship between the cat and the table—"the cat is on the table.”
Classifiers are excellent in showing spatial relationships because many of them
can be moved around in the signing space with ease (Baker-Shenk & Cokely, 1980,
p. 334). This allows for a myriad of opportunities to show objects interacting in the sign
space.
Conclusion
Locative relationships make ASL unique; the expressive nature and signer’s
perspective that influence the disclosure of the spatial relationship is a key difference in
the structure of signed language. ASL’s methods of portraying locative relationships are
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out of the ordinary when compared to English, Spanish and many other languages due to
Its lack of specific prepositional used in verbal languages. ASL utilizes techniques that
take the place of these specific words or signs in a way that clearly portrays the idea and
conveys the message completely. Locative relationships represent the aspect of language
that represents objects interacting within the sign space; without the ways that ASL
demonstrates this, prepositional portrayals of things would be very two dimensional and
undescriptive in the world of sign.
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